GEfIL Program

Global Leader Lecture Series
Aim of “Global Leader Lecture Series”

It provides you opportunities to discuss with prominent Global Leaders inside and outside of Japan in various fields on important global issues closely related to the themes of GEfIL 実践研究 such as *Global Economy, Sustainability, Peace Building, Global Health, Diversity, Global Governance* and so on.
Interactive Learning

- Discussion-based Learning: by facilitating to share agenda-settings and agenda-solutions for the above-mentioned global issues between students and lecturers or among students, it realizes heuristic dialogue.

- Trans/Inter Disciplinary Learning: it opens up an open sphere for students in different research fields. All GEfIL students are expected to join it.

- Support by e-learning platform: students can discuss with lecturers not only in the class, but also before and after each lecture. It is a lasting process to deepen your learning.
Method of “Global Leader Lecture Series” ②

Taylor-made Learning

- Students are asked to join the process of selection and negotiation of some of the lecturers and to manage this Global Leader Lecture Series. You can appeal to the academic network of UTokyo.

- Students play important roles such as chairperson and commentator to the lecture and moderator to the debates in e-learning platform. You can have full-scale support from Mentors and Teaching Fellows.
Expected Outcomes

- Students will have a multilayered perspective to the global issues and shed light to the agenda-settings and agenda-solutions for each issue.

- Leadership and Cooperation with others which are needed for future Global Leaders will be established through thorough discussions.

- Clear images for your future occupations will be elaborated by discussions with experienced lecturers and UTokyo community.